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ABSTRACT
Time-of-flight range imaging cameras operate by illuminating a scene with amplitude modulated light and mea-
suring the phase shift of the modulation envelope between the emitted and reflected light. Object distance can
then be calculated from this phase measurement. This approach does not work in multiple camera environments
as the measured phase is corrupted by the illumination from other cameras. To minimize inaccuracies in multiple
camera environments, replacing the traditional cyclic modulation with pseudo-noise amplitude modulation has
been previously demonstrated. However, this technique effectively reduced the modulation frequency, therefore
decreasing the distance measurement precision (which has a proportional relationship with the modulation fre-
quency). A new modulation scheme using maximum length pseudo-random sequences binary phase encoded onto
the existing cyclic amplitude modulation, is presented. The effective modulation frequency therefore remains
unchanged, providing range measurements with high precision. The effectiveness of the new modulation scheme
was verified using a custom time-of-flight camera based on the PMD19-K2 range imaging sensor. The new
pseudo-noise modulation has no significant performance decrease in a single camera environment. In a two cam-
era environment, the precision is only reduced by the increased photon shot noise from the second illumination
source.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Time of Flight (TOF) range imaging cameras measure the distance to each pixel in the field of view. This is
achieved by illuminating the scene with intensity modulated light and measuring the phase shift between the
outgoing and incoming amplitude modulation envelope. The distance is then calculated from this phase shift.
The problem with current camera designs is that when multiple cameras illuminate the same scene the measured
phase is the sum of both camera’s phases, corrupting the distance information. Ideally multiple cameras should
be capable of operating in a common scene without knowledge or synchronization with each other. Currently
multiple cameras can operate with different amplitude modulation frequencies.1 Due to limited frequencies avail-
able, knowledge of all TOF cameras operating close by is needed, making this technique non-ideal.
Figure 1 illustrates an image taken with both a TOF camera and a standard digital camera. The pixel intensity in
figure 1b contains the depth information, where darker pixels are closer to the camera. The shape and distances
between the coffee cup, garden gnome, drink bottle and Buddha statue can be measured. In comparison the
digital photo contains no direct depth information. The white pixels in the range image on the coffee cup
and the gnome’s beard are caused by too much reflected light returning and saturating the image sensor for
this particular capture. TOF cameras also suffer from other measurement errors and inaccuracies, a detailed
description of which can be found in May et. al. and Guomundsson et. al.2,3
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Figure 1. Images of a test scene with different objects placed at various distances apart. Image (a) is a digital photo, (b)
is a range image taken with a time-of-flight camera. Pixel intensity in (b) contains distance information, darker pixels are
closer to the camera, as indicated by the scale on the right.
1.1 Time-of-flight principles
TOF cameras typically use an indirect measurement of the time of flight of light to determine the distance to
objects in a scene. The scene is illuminated by a light source that is amplitude modulated. The distance travelled
by the modulated light to the object and back produces a phase shift in the modulation envelope. This phase is
measured with an image sensor that samples the incoming light at the same frequency as the intensity modulation
(homodyne demodulation). The demodulated output m(τ) is the cross-correlation between the optical signal
s(t) and shutter signal g(t),4 i.e,
m(τ) = s(t)⊗ g(t) = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ +T2
−T2
s(t) · g(t + τ)dt (1)
Square wave amplitude modulation is used in most range imaging cameras due to the simplicity of implementation
in a digital circuit. The square wave functions s(t) and g(t) are described by equations 2 and 3 respectively. The
optical signal s(t) becomes phased shifted by ϕ radians due to propagation delay of the return journey.
s(t) = [1 + sgn(cos(ωt− ϕ))] (2)
g(t) = (1 + sgn(cos(ωt)))/2 (3)
The returning phase ϕ can be calculated by taking four samples (A0 to A3) of the image sensor output m(τ) where
the shutter signal g(t) is phase shifted by π/2 radians. Using these four samples the returning light amplitude
A, DC offset B, and phase ϕ are calculated using equations 4 to 6,5 which are based on the assumption that
sine wave modulation is used. When using square wave modulation, odd harmonics are aliased during sampling
making these equations only an approximation. Calibration is typically used to compensate for linearity errors
introduced by these harmonics.6 A graphical representation of these three variables is shown in figure 2.
A =
√
(A0 −A2)2 + (A1 −A3)2
2
(4)
B =
A0 + A1 + A2 + A3
4
(5)
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Figure 2. Graphical representation of variables in equations 4 to 6 of an illumination modulation signal. The variables
are the amplitude A, offset B and the phase ϕ. The offset B can be divided into two parts: the part due to ambient light
illustrated by the region below the dashed line, and an offset due to the modulation itself, Asig.
ϕ = tan−1
(
A0 −A2
A1 −A3
)
(6)
From the phase measurement ϕ, the distance d for each pixel is calculated as
d =
cϕ
4πfmod
, (7)
where c is the speed of light and fmod is the modulation frequency. The maximum distance the camera can
measure before the returning illumination phase shifts by 2π is called the ambiguity distance dmax, which is
calculated with
dmax =
c
2fmod
. (8)
The standard deviation σR of the measured distance is calculated with equation 9,7 where cdemod is the demod-
ulation contrast, and Asig is the mean signal component resulting from the illumination source. This equation
shows that the range measurement standard deviation σR is inversely proportional to the modulation frequency
fmod.
σR =
c
4πfmod
√
2
·
√
B
cdemod ·Asig (9)
1.2 Pseudo-noise modulation
There has been much literature on spread spectrum communications and their applications.8 In Pseudo-Noise
(PN) modulation the data d(t) of bit length Td is multiplied by a spreading code c(t) with bit length Tc, where
commonly Tc < Td. The spectrum of the signal d(t)× c(t) is spread beyond the bandwidth of d(t). The receiver
then replicates the spreading code to demodulate the received signal to extract the original data d(t).
The use of PN modulation with Tc < Td has been demonstrated in TOF cameras,9,10 however this method has
serious drawbacks. The precision is proportional to the modulation frequency of the light source, as described in
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section 1.1. In current TOF cameras the light source is modulated as quickly as possible to maximize precision.
Under PN modulation the light source’s modulation bandwidth needs to handle frequencies up to 1/Tc, however
the average modulation frequency is lower than this, thus reducing the measurement precision.
A new technique where the code bit length is greater than the data length (Tc > Td) is proposed. The technique
using Tc > Td is used to encode the Global Positioning System (GPS).11 The PN code is binary phase encoded
onto the data by phase shifting the data by π radians. If the PN sequence is common to both the illumination
and the sensor, the detected signal will not change. However, if the sequences are different, the PN sequence will
cause relative changes of π radians in the modulation signal multiple times during an integration period, causing
a second camera’s light to appear as effectively DC (equivalent to background light). That is, the phase will
change at seemingly random times, thus light will collect equally on the integration bins in the pixel structure
explained in section 2 below. This encoding changes the g(t) and s(t) functions to
s(t) = [1 + sgn(cos(ωt− ϕ− πc(t)))], (10)
g(t) = (1 + sgn(cos(ωt− πc(t))))/2. (11)
There are a number of different PN sequences, and each sequence has multiple unique codes of variable length.
Each PN sequence is generated differently and defined by its autocorrelation function (ACF), a measure of how
a code interferes with itself, and the cross-correlation function (CCF), a measure of how different codes interfere
with each other. The ACF and CCF should be as small as possible. The different sequences include maximum
length sequences (m-sequences for short), gold sequences, Walsh-Hadamard sequences, Barker sequences, etc.8
M-sequences have similar properties to a purely random sequence of ones and zeros,8 with a low ACF which is
desired, but a high enough CCF to be undesirable. They are also simple to produce in digital circuits. Gold
sequences are generated using special cases of m-sequences, and have opposite properties of m-sequences, un-
desirable ACFs and good CCFs. Walsh-Hadamard sequences are used in second and third generation cellular
phone networks. The codes are generated from binary Hadamard Matrices, where each row is orthogonal to
all the others when phase aligned. If the codes are misaligned they have high ACF and CCF values, which is
undesirable. Cellular phone networks use the control channels to phase align the codes, however in a multiple
range camera environment there is no method of synchronization between cameras thus Walsh sequences are not
suitable.
M-sequences were selected as the most suitable PN code for this application. The ACF and CCF for m-sequences
have been calculated in the literature.12 The degree r of the polynomial determines the number of stages in the
linear feedback register (LFR), and the code length m is determined by
m = 2r − 1. (12)
This shows m-sequences always have an odd length, containing one more ‘1’ than ‘0’. Primitive polynomials can
be calculated with software and are available in tables.8
2. EQUIPMENT SETUP
A diagram of the range camera is shown in figure 3. The light source is a bank of eight IR lasers, the image
sensor is a PMD19-K2 (PMD Technologies, Germany)13 and an Altera Stratix III field programmable gate array
(FPGA)14 is used to generate the modulation signals for the image sensor and light source, and to process the
range data. A second bank of red lasers is used to simulate the light source from a second range camera.
The PMD19-K2 sensor acts as a high speed shutter demodulating the incoming light in accordance with a signal
from the FPGA. To demodulate the light with no moving parts a pixel structure as shown in figure 4 is used.
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Figure 3. Time-of-flight range camera construction. A field programmable gate array (FPGA) is used to generate modula-
tion signals for a PMD19-K2 sensor and illumination source, an amplitude modulated IR laser bank. The FPGA controls
a second bank of red lasers to simulate the light source of another camera. Both laser banks have similar optical power
outputs. The FPGA reads and processes the sampled frames from the image sensor and sends them to the host computer
via Ethernet.
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Figure 4. Internal pixel structure of PMD19-K2 sensor. Photons are converted to electrons and collected in two bins over
time. By subtracting the output values of the two bins from each other, a sample A0 to A3 in equation 6 is calculated.
This particular sensor contains an array of 160 by 120 pixels.
An internal phase locked loop (PLL) in the FPGA generates the modulation signals for the light sources and the
shutter. The PLL allows for dynamic reconfiguration of the frequency and relative phases of its output signals,
providing a simple method to alter the frequency and phase of the modulation signals. This allows the simulation
of another camera’s light source by changing the modulation phase over time. Both banks of lasers have similar
optical power output.
A series of experiments were conducted to measure the performance of the PN modulation scheme. The shutter
and light source signals have a base modulation frequency of 30 MHz. An m-sequence of degree r = 8 was
selected as it is short enough to quickly run numerical simulations and long enough to be effective as explained
in section 3 below. The code is generated at a frequency of 100 kHz, hence the code c(t) will change once every
300 modulation periods. Different modulation techniques for the shutter and light source can be compared by
imaging a flat target at a set distance. This is achieved by calculating the mean of the measured phase for a
region of 10 by 10 pixels (to reduce noise).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To compare the performance of PN and traditional square wave modulation, the error of the measured phase is
plotted against time in figure 5. The normal modulation (NM) curve is a single camera operating with a square
wave modulated light source. This provides a base line reference to compare against. The normal modulation
with interference (NMIF) curve illustrates the effect of the second light source, simulating a second interfer-
ing camera using normal modulation. The second camera’s phase is swept from 0 to 2π radians in the eight
second period resulting in varying error values. The point where the error decreases significantly corresponds
to when the two cameras’ light sources are phase aligned. The PN modulated with interference (PMIF) curve
is the measured error with the camera using PN modulation (using an m-sequence of degree eight), while the
second camera’s operation is unchanged, continuing to use normal modulation. By applying PN modulation,
the interfering light is rejected, allowing distance measurements in a multiple camera environment that previ-
ously was impractical due to the resultant errors. However there is an increase in the random measurement error.
Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation for the measured phase of four different conditions, the three
discussed above, and PN modulation (PM) with only one camera operating. The standard deviation between
NM and PM is almost identical, indicating that the measurement precision is not significantly affected by PN
modulation. However the mean values are different, indicating that PN modulation introduces a constant phase
offset. This is surprising as none of the variables in equations 6 or 9 have changed. As this offset is constant
it should be able to be calibrated out. A two sample t-test on the measured phase over 148 continuous images
between NM and PM tests rejected the null-hypothesis (at the 5% significance level), indicating a statistically
significant difference between the measured phase for the modulation schemes. This change remains unexplained.
Table 1. Statistics of measured phase for: a single camera with normal modulation (NM); PN modulation (PM); two
cameras operating with normal modulation with interference (NMIF) and PN modulation on one camera with interference
(PMIF). The interfering second camera is phase swept from 0 to 2π radians.
Test Mean Standard deviation
NM 3.0444 0.0026
PM 2.9808 0.0027
NMIF 2.6304 1.1270
PMIF 2.9838 0.0242
PMIF will have a larger standard deviation than NM because the photon shot noise increases due to the effective
increase in ambient light from the second light source. The relative increase in measurement standard deviation
for the PMIF case can be calculated using numerical simulations to calculate the new A0 to A3 values to use
in equations 4, 5, and 9. Assuming the demodulation contrast cdemod does not change between NM and PMIF,
the calculated relative change can be normalized to the measured NM value of 0.0026. The PMIF measurement
standard deviation is calculated to be 0.0045. This is much less than the measured 0.0242 in table 1. However
the measured phase is a function of the interfering camera’s phase. With the systematic offset removed, a new
standard deviation of 0.0046 is measured, almost the same as the calculated standard deviation.
Figure 6 shows the phase the PN modulated camera measured against the interfering camera’s phase for the
PMIF case. The dashed line is the mean measurement from a PM camera, a constant offset from a NM camera,
the solid line. The difference between the measured and PN phase is caused by a constant offset as seen in the
PM case, and is also dependent on the phase of the interfering camera. The interfering phase causes a significant
effect as the difference between the smallest and greatest measured returning phase is greater than three standard
deviations of each measurement. Although there is still some dependence on the interfering phase, this decrease
in accuracy is small compared to the NMIF.
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Figure 5. Error in measured phase using a time-of-flight camera comparing PN and square wave modulation showing:
one camera using square wave modulation, (normal modulation NM); two time-of-flight cameras both using square wave
modulation, (normal modulation with interference NMIF); two cameras with pseudo-noise modulation applied to one
camera, (PN modulation with interference PMIF). In the last two cases, interfering camera’s phase is swept from 0 to 2π
radians over eight seconds.
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Figure 6. Results from two time-of-flight cameras illuminating the same scene. The measuring camera uses PN modulation
and the interfering camera uses square wave modulation and sweeping phase from 0 to 2π radians. The measured returning
phase is plotted against the phase of the interfering camera. The solid line is the measured phase from a normal modulated
(NM) camera. The dashed line is what a PN modulated (PM) camera measures.
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Figure 7. Root mean square error (RMSE) of phase measurement for two time-of-flight cameras operating simultaneously.
The measuring camera uses PN modulation while the interfering camera uses square wave modulation which continuously
shifts in phase. Test (a) alters the PN code generation frequency, and (b) changes the distance to the object from the
camera. The increase in uncertainty in (b) is due to less optical power returning to the camera because the object is
further away. Both variables have no significant effects on RMSE.
The root mean square error (RMSE) of the returning phase in radians versus m-sequence frequency is plotted
in figure 7a for a PMIF setup. The modulation frequency fmod is 30 MHz, and the m-sequence frequency fc is
changed between 100 kHz and 2.5 MHz. The output modulation bit stream changes phase by π radians when
the code bit changes, this doubles the period for the current modulation bit. When fc → fmod the phase change
occurs frequently enough for fmod to be changed, affecting the measurement precision. When (1/fc) ·m < inte-
gration period, the full m-sequence has not been transmitted, allowing for possible interference. For fc  fmod
and (1/fc) ·m ≤ integration period, fc should have no affect on measurement precision. In figure 7a no change
in error is observed, as expected because fc keeps within the above bounds.
The RMSE of measured returning phase versus distance to the object for a PMIF setup is plotted in figure 7b.
The increase in uncertainty as the distance d increases is caused by the decrease in returning optical power by
1/d2. The figure indicates that error introduced by PN modulation does not appear to be dependent on distance.
Figure 8a depicts the code length versus RMSE for measured and simulated results for a PMIF setup. The
simulation shows that the error should nearly halve every time the degree r is increased by one. This is because
the m-sequence length approximately doubles when degree r is increased by one, as shown by equation 12. The
error is caused by m-sequences being unbalanced, having one more ‘1’ than ‘0’. The PN changes the shutter
modulation by π radians, thus with a short code one integration bin in the pixel structure is favored. As the
code length increases, the effect of it being unbalanced decreases. The RMSE is can be approximated as,
RMSE ∝ 1
2r − 1 . (13)
The measured RMSE doesn’t follow the simulated results after degree 7, instead it plateaus. That is, above
degree 7, other error sources become dominant.
Figure 8b depicts the simulated result and measured error versus interfering phase for a degree 4 PN modulated
camera in a PMIF setup. The simulation agrees with the measured data, where the misalignment could be from
a number of factors, e.g. an uneven modulation duty cycle.
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Figure 8. Simulated and measured results for two time-of-flight cameras operating simultaneously. The measuring camera
uses pseudo-noise modulation while the interfering camera is square wave modulated with a continuously shifting phase.
The two graphs are, (a) the root mean square error (RMSE) versus m-sequence degree r, (b) error versus the interfering
camera’s phase for a degree 4 m-sequence.
In TOF cameras the demodulation contrast cdemod is the difference between the received optical power in the
high and low parts of the modulation signal.5 Ideally this is as large as possible. The maximum value of cdemod
is limited by sensor saturation and the minimum value by the ambient light. As an increasing number of cameras
illuminate a scene, the effective ambient light increases, therefore decreasing the possible modulation contrast
and lowering the achievable distance measurement precision. Some range imaging sensor designs reportedly
incorporate background light rejection features. Such a sensor could be less susceptible to this decrease in
modulation contrast.
4. CONCLUSION
Our ability as humans to perceive our environment in three dimensions is one of our most important senses.
TOF cameras allow an equivalent sense for three dimensional machine vision applications. Principles of TOF
cameras, PN modulation, and custom camera design have been presented. The setup uses a PMD19-K2 image
sensor, laser diode illumination and an FPGA to control the camera and generate modulation signals.
We have shown that the distance to objects in a scene can still be accurately measured by a TOF camera
using PN modulation while working in a two camera environment, with no communication or synchronization
between cameras. When using square wave modulation with two cameras operating at the same modulation
frequency, distance measurements become corrupt. A PN modulated camera operating alone does not have a
negative impact on the measurement precision. A constant offset was observed, however this offset could easily
be removed during camera calibration. In environments with multiple TOF cameras operating there is a decrease
in precision caused by the calculable increase in photon shot noise. There is also a reduction in measurement
accuracy, due to a systematic error that is a function of the other camera’s illumination phase. Measurements
have shown that this error can be made negligible by selecting long m-sequences. Only two cameras operating
simultaneously were tested, but this technique has potential to operate with many more cameras.
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